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Abstract
Natural language inference (NLI) has been001
widely used as a task to train and evaluate002
models for language understanding. However,003
the ability of NLI models to perform infer-004
ences that require understanding of figurative005
languages such as idioms and metaphors re-006
mains understudied. We introduce the IMPLI007
(Idiomatic and Metaphoric Paired Language008
Inference) dataset consisting of over 25K009
semi-automatically generated and 1.5K hand-010
written English sentence pairs based on id-011
iomatic and metaphoric phrases. We use012
IMPLI to evaluate NLI models based on013
RoBERTa fine-tuned on the MNLI dataset,014
and show that while they can reliably de-015
tect entailment relationship between figurative016
phrases with their literal definition, they per-017
form poorly on examples where the phrases018
are designed to not entail the paired definition.019
This dataset suggests the limits of current NLI020
models with regard to understanding figurative021
language and provides a benchmark for future022
improvements in this direction.1023

1 Introduction024

Understanding figurative language (i.e., that in025

which the intended meaning of the utterance dif-026

fers from the literal compositional meaning) is a027

particularly difficult area in NLP (Shutova, 2011;028

Veale et al., 2016), but is essential for proper natu-029

ral language understanding. We consider here two030

types of figurative language: idioms and metaphors.031

Idioms can be viewed as non-compositional multi-032

word expressions (Jochim et al., 2018), and have033

been historically difficult for NLP systems. For034

instance, sentiment systems still struggle with mul-035

tiword expressions in which individual words do036

not directly contribute to the sentiment (Sag et al.,037

2002). Metaphors involve linking conceptual prop-038

erties of two or more domains, and are known to be039

1Dataset and all related resources (including Datasheet
for Datasets document) are included in the supplementary
materials.

Idioms

Jamie was pissed off this afternoon.
→ Jamie was irritated this afternoon

There’s a marina down in the docks.
6→ There’s a marina down under scrutiny.

Metaphors

The hearts of men were softened.
→ The men were made kindler and gentler.

The gun kicked into my shoulder.
6→ The mule kicked into my shoulder.

Table 1: Examples of entailment and non-entailment
pairs from the IMPLI dataset.

pervasive in everyday language (Lakoff and John- 040

son, 1980; Stefanowitsch and Gries, 2008; Steen 041

et al., 2010). Recent work has shown that these 042

types of figurative language are impactful across a 043

broad array of NLP tasks (see §2.1). 044

Deep pretraining and transformer-based archi- 045

tectures have yielded increasingly powerful lan- 046

guage models (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 047

2019; Liu et al., 2019). However, relatively little 048

work has explored these models’ representation 049

of figurative and creative language. NLI datasets 050

have widely been used for evaluating the perfor- 051

mance of language models (Dagan et al., 2006; 052

Bowman et al., 2015a; Williams et al., 2018a; Nie 053

et al., 2020), but figurative language suffers from 054

a lack of the necessary paired data, in which a lit- 055

eral sentence is linked to a corresponding figurative 056

counterpart. Due to the creative nature of human 057

language, creating a dataset of diverse, high-quality 058

literal/figurative pairs is time-consuming and diffi- 059

cult. 060

To address this gap, we build a new English figu- 061

rative dataset of paired expressions designed to be 062

leveraged to explore model performance via NLI. 063

Our dataset, IMPLI (Idiomatic/Metaphoric Paired 064

Language Inference), is comprised of both silver 065

pairs, which are built using semi-automated meth- 066

ods to create a large number of viable pairs (§3.1), 067

as well as hand-written gold pairs (§3.2), crafted 068
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to reflect both entailment and non-entailment sce-069

narios. Each pair consists of a sentence containing070

a figurative expression (idioms/metaphors) and a071

literal counterpart, designed to be either entailed or072

non-entailed by the figurative expression (Table 1073

shows some examples).074

Our contribution thus consists of three key parts:075

• We create a new IMPLI dataset consisting of076

24,029 silver and 1,831 gold sentence pairs in-077

volving idiomatic and metaphoric phrases that078

result in both entailment and non-entailment079

relationship (see Table 2).080

• We evaluate language models in an NLI setup,081

showing that metaphoric language is surpris-082

ingly easy, while non-entailing idiomatic rela-083

tionships remain extremely difficult.084

• We evaluate model performance in a number085

of experiments, showing that incorporating086

idiomatic expressions into the training data087

is less helpful than expected, and that idioms088

that can occur more in more flexible syntactic089

contexts tend to be easier to classify.090

2 Background091

2.1 Figurative Language and NLP092

Figurative language includes idioms, metaphors,093

metonymy, hyperbole, and more. Critically, figu-094

rative language is that in which speaker meaning095

(what the speaker intends to accomplish through096

an utterance) differs from the literal meaning of097

that utterance. This leads to problems in NLP sys-098

tems if they are trained mostly on literal data, as099

the representations they form for particular words100

and/or phrases will not reflect their typical intended101

meanings.102

Figurative language has a significant impact on103

many NLP tasks. Metaphoric understanding has104

been shown to be necessary for proper machine105

translation (Mao et al., 2018; Mohammad et al.,106

2016). Sentiment analysis also relies critically on107

figurative language: irony and sarcasm can reverse108

the polarity of a sentence, while metaphors, idioms,109

and other figures may make more subtle changes110

in the speaker meaning (Ghosh et al., 2015). Politi-111

cal discourse tasks including bias, misinformation112

and political framing detection benefit from joint113

learning with metaphoricity (Huguet Cabot et al.,114

2020). Figurative language engendered by creativ-115

ity on social media also poses difficulty for many116

NLP tasks including identifying depression symp-117

toms (Yadav et al., 2020; Iyer et al., 2019) and hate 118

speech detection (Lemmens et al., 2021). 119

We are here focused on idioms and metaphors. 120

There is currently a gap in diagnostic datasets for 121

idioms, and our work fills this gap. There exist 122

some relevant metaphoric resources (see §2.2), but 123

as metaphors are known to be extremely common 124

and important to understanding figurative language, 125

our resource builds upon this work. 126

2.2 NLI and related challenges 127

Natural language inference is the task of predicting, 128

given two fragments of text, whether the meaning 129

of one text (premise) entails the other (hypothesis) 130

(Dagan et al., 2006). The task is formulated as a 131

3-way classification problem, in which the premise 132

and hypothesis text pairs are labeled as entailment, 133

contradiction, or neutral if their relationship could 134

not be directly inferred (Bowman et al., 2015b). 135

NLI has been widely used as an evaluation task 136

for language understanding, and there have been a 137

large number of challenging datasets, which have 138

been used to further our understanding of the ca- 139

pabilities of language models (Wang et al., 2018, 140

2019). 141

Paired data for figurative language is relatively 142

sparse, and there is a gap in the diagnostic datasets 143

used for NLI in these figurative areas. Previous 144

work includes the literal/metaphoric paraphrases 145

of Mohammad et al. (2016) and Bizzoni and Lap- 146

pin (2018), although both contain only hundreds 147

of samples, insufficient for proper model training 148

and evaluation. With regard to NLI, early work 149

proposed the task of textual entailment as a way 150

of understanding metaphor processing capabilities 151

(Agerri et al., 2008; Agerri, 2008). Poliak et al. 152

(2018) build a dataset for diverse NLI, which in- 153

cludes some creative language such as puns, albeit 154

making no claims with regard to figurativeness. 155

Zhou et al. (2021) build a dataset consisting of 156

paired idiomatic and literal expressions. They be- 157

gin with a set of 823 idiomatic expressions yield- 158

ing 5,170 sentences, and had annotators manually 159

rewrite sentences containing these idioms into lit- 160

eral expressions. We expand on this methodology 161

by instead having annotators only correct defini- 162

tions for the idioms themselves, and using these 163

definitions to automatically generate the literal in- 164

terpretations of the idioms by replacing them into 165

appropriate contexts: this allows us to scale up to 166

over 20k silver sentences. We also expand beyond 167
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Fig. Type Ent. Gold/silver Description Count

Idioms

→ Silver Replace idiom used in figurative context with definition 16652
6→ Silver Replace idiom used in literal context with definition 886
6→ Silver Replace idiom used in figurative context with adversarial definition 6116
→ Gold Hand written literal definition of idiom 532
6→ Gold Manual replacement of key words in definition w/ antonyms 375
6→ Gold Hand written non-entailed sentence 254

Metaphors
→ Silver Replace metaphoric construction with literal construction 375
→ Gold Hand written literal paraphrase of metaphor 388
6→ Gold Hand written non-entailed sentence 282

Table 2: Dataset Summary: Overview of each entailment/non-entailment category in the IMPLI dataset. →
denotes entailments, 6→ non-entailments. Note that the examples are simplified: some intermediate steps described
in §3 are not shown above.

paraphrasing by incorporating both entailment and168

non-entailment pairs to enable evaluation via an169

NLI set-up.170

Similar to this work, Chakrabarty et al. (2021a)171

build a dataset for NLI based on figurative lan-172

guage. Their dataset consists of figurative/literal173

pairs recast from previously developed simile and174

metaphor datasets, along with a parallel dataset175

between ironic and non-ironic rephrasing. This176

sets the groundwork for figurative NLI, but the177

dataset is relatively small outside of the irony do-178

main, and the non-entailments are generated purely179

by replacing words with their antonyms, restrict-180

ing the novelty of the hypotheses. Their dataset is181

relatively easy for NLI models; here we show that182

figurative language can be challenging, particularly183

with regard to non-entailments.184

We focus on idioms and metaphor, using di-185

verse methodology to build novel pairs with186

the goal of helping to fill the figurative lan-187

guage gap in diagnostic datasets. We show that188

while entailment pairs are relatively easy (accu-189

racy scores ranging from .86 to .89), the non-190

entailment pairs are exceedingly challenging, with191

the roberta-large model achieving accuracy192

scores ranging from .311 to .539.193

3 Building a Dataset194

Our IMPLI dataset is built from idiomatic and195

metaphoric sentences paired with entailing and non-196

entailing counterparts, built from both silver pairs197

(§3.1) and manually written sentences (§3.2). For198

our purposes, we follow McCoy et al. (2019) to199

conflate the neutral and contradiction categories200

into a non-entailment label, since the distinction201

between the two can often be unclear. We then202

label every pair as either entailment (→) or non-203

entailment (6→). Due to the difficult nature of the204

task and to avoid issues with crowdsourcing (Bow- 205

man et al., 2020), we train linguistics graduate 206

students as expert annotators. Table 2 contains 207

a complete overview of the different entailment 208

and non-entailment types collected (More detailed 209

examples are also provided in Appendix D). 210

3.1 Silver pairs 211

First, we explore a method for generating silver 212

pairs which uses annotators to create phrase def- 213

initions which can be inserted automatically into 214

relevant contexts, yielding a large number of possi- 215

ble entailment and non-entailment pairs that differ 216

only with regard to the relevant phrase. Our pro- 217

cedure hinges on a key assumption: for any given 218

figurative phrase, we can generate a contextually 219

independent literal paraphrase. We then replace 220

the original expression with the literal paraphrase, 221

following the assumption that the figurative expres- 222

sion necessarily entails its literal paraphrase: 223

He’s stuck in bed, which is his hard 224

cheese. → He’s stuck in bed, which is 225

his bad luck. 226

Conversely, in cases where the original phrase 227

is used literally, replacing it with the literal para- 228

phrase should yield a non-entailment relation. 229

Switzerland is famous for six cheeses, 230

sometimes referred to as hard cheeses. 231

6→ Switzerland is famous for six cheeses, 232

sometimes referred to as bad luck. 233

We now cover the implementation details for 234

generating silver idiom and metaphor pairs. 235

3.1.1 Idioms 236

To build idiomatic pairs, we use three corpora that 237

contain sentences containing idiomatic expressions 238
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Idiom Corpus

in the docks

under 
scrutiny

Figurative sentences Idiom


Annotator 

Corrections

Literal sentences

 📖
Idiom Dictionary 

Lookup

under 
accusation, 

scrutiny

Entailments Non-entailments
The sailors all worked 

under scrutiny.

The sailors all worked 
in the docks

Those in the docks 
face multiple charges

Those under 
scrutiny face multiple 

charges
Entailments Non-entailments

Figure 1: Idiomatic definition replacement. Pairs are
generated using corrected dictionary definitions, substi-
tuted into figurative (left) and literal (center) sentences.

(IEs) labelled as either figurative or literal.2 These239

are the MAGPIE Corpus (Haagsma et al., 2020),240

the PIE Corpus (Adewumi et al., 2021), and the241

SemEval 2013 Task 5 (Korkontzelos et al., 2013).242

We collect the total set of IEs that are present the243

corpus. Next, we extract definitions for these using244

freely available online idiom dictionaries.3245

These definitions are often faulty, incomplete,246

or improperly formatted. We employed annota-247

tors to make manual corrections. The annotators248

were given the original IE as well as the defini-249

tion extracted from the dictionary. The annotators250

were asked to ensure that the dictionary definition251

given was (1) a correct literal interpretation and252

(2) fit syntactically in the same environments as253

the original IE. If the definition met both of these254

criteria, the IE can be replaced by its definition to255

yield an entailment pair. If either criteria wasn’t256

met, annotators were asked to minimally update257

the definition so that it satisfied the requirements.258

In total this process yielded 697 IE definitions.259

We then used the above corpora, replacing these260

definitions into the original sentences (see Figure261

1). Replacing them into the original figurative con-262

texts yields entailment relations, while replacing263

them into contexts where the phrase is meant liter-264

ally then yields non-entailments.265

as right as rain

Figurative sentences Idiom

 

Non-entailments

But when he got down there 
he was as reliable as rain

But when he got down there 
he was as right as rain

as reliable as rain

Adversarial Definitions

Idiom Corpus

Figure 2: Adversarial Pair Generation. Non-
entailing pairs are generated by replacing adversarial
definitions into figurative contexts.

Original IE Adversarial Definition

man of the cloth tailor
heart of gold cold, mean heart

talk shop talk about shopping
come clean bathe
turn a trick do a magic trick

Table 3: Sample hand-written adversarial definitions.

3.1.2 Adversarial Definitions 266

As a second method for generating non-entailment 267

pairs, we asked annotators to write novel, adversar- 268

ial definitions for IEs. Given a particular phrase, 269

they were instructed to invent a new meaning for 270

the IE that was not entailed by the true meaning, 271

but which seemed reasonable presuming they had 272

never heard the original IE. Some examples of this 273

process are shown in Table 3. 274

We then take these adversarial definitions and 275

replace them into the figurative sentences from the 276

corpora. This yields pairs where the premise is 277

an idiom used figuratively, and the hypothesis is 278

a sentence that attempts to rephrase the idiom lit- 279

erally, but does so incorrectly, thus yielding non- 280

entailments (Figure 2). 281

3.1.3 Metaphors 282

Metaphors are handled in a similar way: we start 283

with a collection of minimal metaphoric expres- 284

sions (MEs). These are subject-verb-object and 285

adjective-noun constructions from Tsvetkov et al. 286

(2014). Each is annotated as being either literal or 287

metaphoric, along with an example sentence. We 288

passed these MEs directly to annotators, who were 289

then instructed to replace a word in the ME so that 290

it would be considered literal in a neutral context. 291

2We here use "idiomatic expression" or "IE" to refer to the
specific idiom in question (ie. "kick the bucket", "spill the
beans"), as opposed to the sentence/context containing it.

3www.theidioms.com, www.wiktionary.org
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catch flight

Verb: board
Direct Object: flight


Annotator Definitions

Verb: catch
Direct Object: flight

Entailments

CommonCrawl Corpus Metaphoric 
Constructions

They ran through the airport to 
catch their flight.

They ran through the airport to 
board their flight.

Figurative sentences

Figure 3: Metaphor entailment generation. Pairs are
generated using annotator-defined literal translations
substituted into metaphoric contexts.

1. circumstances demand → circumstances re-292

quire293

2. drop prices → reduce prices294

3. hairy problem → difficult problem295

These can then be replaced in a similar fashion296

to the idiom replacement: we start with the original297

figurative sentence, replace the ME with the literal298

replacements, and this results in an entailing pair299

with the metaphoric sentence entailing the literal.4300

We apply this procedure to the dataset301

of Tsvetkov et al. (2014), yielding 100302

metaphoric/literal NLI entailment pairs. We303

then take a portion of the Common Crawl dataset5,304

and identify sentences that contain these original305

MEs. We identify sentences that contain the306

words from the metaphoric phrase, and replace the307

metaphoric word itself with its literal counterpart.308

This yields 645 additional silver pairs. For all309

silver methods, we employ syntactic pattern310

matching and regularization to ensure quality311

results (Appendix A), and we performed a manual312

evaluation of the pair quality (Appendix B).313

These methods allow us to quickly generate a314

substantial number of high-quality pairs to evalu-315

ate NLI systems on figurative language. However,316

they may introduce additional bias as we employ a317

number of restrictions in order to ensure syntactic318

and semantic compatibility, and we lack full non-319

entailment pairs for metaphoric data. We therefore320

expand our dataset with manually generated pairs.321

4Note this often works in both directions, but not al-
ways: some literal replacements don’t necessarily entail the
metaphors. Consider "Her husband abuses alcohol" → "Her
husband drinks alcohol": the metaphor entails the literal, but
not vice-versa.

5https://commoncrawl.org/

3.2 Manual Creation of Gold Pairs 322

To create gold pairs, annotators were given a figura- 323

tive sentence along with the focus of the figurative 324

expression: for idioms, this is the IE; for metaphors, 325

the focus word of the metaphor. For idioms, we 326

used the MAGPIE dataset to collect contextually 327

figurative expressions. For metaphors, we collected 328

metaphoric sentences from the VUA Metaphor Cor- 329

pus (Steen et al., 2010), the metaphor dataset of 330

(Mohammad et al., 2016), and instances from the 331

Gutenberg poetry corpus (Jacobs, 2018) annotated 332

for metaphoricity (Chakrabarty et al., 2021b; Stowe 333

et al., 2021) . Annotators were instructed to rewrite 334

the sentence literally. This was done by removing, 335

rephrasing, or adjusting the figurative component 336

of the sentence. This yields gold standard para- 337

phrases of idiomatic and metaphoric contexts. 338

We then asked annotators to write non-entailed 339

hypotheses for each premise. They were encour- 340

aged to keep as much of the original utterance as 341

possible, ensuring high lexical overlap, while re- 342

moving the main figurative element of the sentence. 343

For idioms, this comes from adding or adjusting 344

words to force a literal reading of the idiom: 345

• The old girl finally kicked the bucket. 6→ The 346

girl kicked the bucket on the right. 347

For metaphors, this typically involves keeping 348

the same phrasing while adapting the sentence to 349

have a different, non-metaphoric meaning. 350

• You must adhere to the rules. 6→ You must 351

adhere the rules to the wall. 352

3.3 Antonyms 353

Previous work in figurative language NLI em- 354

ployed the technique of replacing words in the 355

literal sentences with their antonyms to yield non- 356

entailing pairs (Chakrabarty et al., 2021a). We 357

replicate this process for idioms: for the manually 358

elicited definitions, we replace key words as de- 359

termined by annotators with their antonyms. This 360

yields sentences which negate the original figura- 361

tive meaning and are thus suitable non-entailment 362

pairs. Previous work found this antonym replace- 363

ment for figurative language remains relatively easy 364

for NLI systems; we explore this with regard to id- 365

ioms using this dataset. 366

These various manual annotations provide a 367

number of concrete benefits. First, they aren’t re- 368

stricted to individuals words or phrases (exclud- 369

ing antonyms): the figurative components can be 370
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Idioms Metaphors
Model MNLI MNLI-MM → S 6→ Sl 6→ Sd → G 6→ Ga 6→ G → S → G 6→ G

roberta-base .878 .876 .848 .539 .409 .890 .771 .311 .947 .818 .818
roberta-large .899 .899 .866 .536 .418 .889 .777 .348 .936 .871 .840

Table 4: R1: Model accuracy Accuracy on MNLI and IMPLI pairs, divided into silver (S) and gold (G) datasets.
Sl Silver non-entailment based on replacement in literal contexts, Sd Silver non-entailment based on adversarial
definitions, Ga Gold non-entailment based on antonyms.

rewritten freely, allowing for diverse, interesting371

pairs. Second, they are written by experts, ensur-372

ing higher quality than the automatic annotations,373

which may be prone to syntactic errors.374

4 Experiments / Results375

Using the IMPLI dataset, we aim to answer a series376

of questions via NLI pertaining to language mod-377

els’ ability to understand and represent figurative378

language accurately. These questions are:379

• R1: How well do pretrained models per-380

form on figurative entailments and non-381

entailments?382

• R2: Does lexical overlap affect performance?383

• R3: Does adding idiomatic pairs into the384

training data affect model performance?385

• R4: Does the flexibility of idiomatic expres-386

sions affect model performance?387

R1: Pretrained Model Performance388

We obtain standard NLI models by fine-tuning389

roberta-base and roberta-large models390

on the MNLI dataset (Williams et al., 2018b) (using391

the entailments as the possible class and all others392

as the negative class), and evaluate them on their393

original test sets as well as our IMPLI dataset.6 To394

evaluate the 3-way classification models on the 2-395

way IMPLI dataset, we translate the predicted labels396

of contradiction and neutral into a non-entailment397

class. We report results in Table 5. Due to vari-398

ance in neural model performance (Reimers and399

Gurevych, 2017), we average the results over 5400

runs using different seeds.401

Idiomatic entailments are relatively easy to402

classify, with accuracy scores over .84. Non-403

entailments were much more challenging. Sil-404

ver pairs generated through adversarial definitions405

were especially difficult: they contain high lexi-406

cal overlap, and in many cases similar semantic407

concepts to the literal contexts. The replacement408

6Model hyperparameters found in Appendix C.

into literal samples is more contrastive, with the 409

idiomatic definition clashing more starkly with the 410

original premise, making non-entailment predic- 411

tions more likely. Consistent with Chakrabarty 412

et al. (2021a)’s work in metaphors, we find non- 413

entailment through antonym replacement is the 414

easiest for idioms: the models can likely use 415

the antonymic relationship as a marker for non- 416

entailment, despite the high word overlap. 417

With regard to metaphors, the silver entailment 418

pairs are relatively easy. Manual pairs are more 419

challenging, but are still much easier than idioms. 420

This is supported by the fact that metaphors are 421

common in everyday language: these models have 422

likely seen the same (or similar) metaphors in train- 423

ing. Our findings show that in fact metaphoric- 424

ity may not be particularly challenging for deep 425

pretrained models, as they are able to effectively 426

capture the metaphoric relationships. 427

We note that the manual pairs tend to be more 428

difficult for both idioms and metaphors: these pairs 429

can be more flexible and creative, whereas the sil- 430

ver pairs are restricted to more regular patterns. 431

R2: Lexical Overlap 432

Previous research shows that NLI systems ex- 433

ploit cues based on lexical overlap, predicting en- 434

tailment for overlapping sentences (McCoy et al., 435

2019; Nie et al., 2019). Our dataset consists mostly 436

of pairs with high overlap: this could explain why 437

the non-entailment sections are more difficult. We 438

thus evaluate system predictions for our datasets 439

as a function of lexical overlap. Figure 4 shows 440

density-based histograms of the results, compar- 441

ing overlap via Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 442

1965) for correctly and incorrectly classified pairs. 443

Our data contains higher overlap than the MNLI 444

data, with the bulk of the density falling on mini- 445

mally distant pairs. We also note a distinct differ- 446

ence between our entailment and non-entailment 447

pairs: non-entailments contain extremely high over- 448

lap and are frequently misclassified in these cases 449

where the distance is small, matching previous re- 450
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Figure 4: R2: Lexical Overlap. Classification performance by lexical overlap. The x axis shows Levenshtein
distance; the y axis shows stacked density of correctly and incorrectly tagged pairs. The IMPLI non-entailments
contain extremely high overlap, and are thus frequently misclassified as entailment.
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Figure 5: R3: Training. Performance of the
roberta-base model as idiom types are added to
the training data. Performance on improves slightly but
remains difficult even when all training data is added.

ports for NLI tasks: lexical overlap is a key artifact451

for entailment, and this reliance persists when clas-452

sifying idiomatic pairs.453

R3: Incorporating Idioms into Training To454

evaluate incorporating idioms into training, we455

then split the idiom data by idiomatic phrase types,456

keeping a set of IEs only in the test data to as-457

sess whether the model can learn to correctly han-458

dle novel phrases. Our goal is to assess whether459

poor performance is due to models’ not containing460

these expressions in training, or because their abil-461

ity to represent figurative language inherently lim-462

ited. We hypothesize that the non-compositional463

nature of these types of figuration should lead to464

poor performance on unseen phrases, even if the465

model is trained on other idiomatic data.466

For each task, we split the data into 10 folds,467

leaving one out for testing, and incrementally incor- 468

porate this data into the original MNLI for training. 469

We experiment with incorporating all training data 470

for both labels, as well as using only entailment or 471

non-entailment samples. We then evaluate our re- 472

sults on the entire test set, as well as the entailment 473

and non-entailment partitions. 474

The results shown in Figure 5 highlight some 475

weaknesses with regard to idioms. Additional train- 476

ing data yields only small improvements: non- 477

entailment relations remain exceedingly difficult, 478

with performance capping out at only slightly bet- 479

ter than chance. Additional training data may be 480

somewhat effective in improving language mod- 481

els’ idiomatic capabilities, but this is not sufficient 482

to overcome difficulties from literal usages of id- 483

iomatic phrases and adversarial definitions, indi- 484

cating that figurative language remains difficult for 485

pretrained language models to learn to represent. 486

R4: Syntactic Flexibility 487

Finally, we assess models’ representation of id- 488

iomatic compositionality. Nunberg et al. (1994) 489

indicate that there are two general types of idioms: 490

"idiomatic phrases", which exhibit limited flexi- 491

bility and generally occur only in a single surface 492

form, and "idiomatically combining expressions" 493

or ICEs, in which the constituent elements of the 494

idiom carry semantic meaning which can influence 495

their syntactic properties, allowing them to be more 496

syntactically flexible. 497

For example, in the idiom spill the beans, we 498

can map the spilling activity to some divulging of 499

information, and the beans to the information. Be- 500

cause this expression has individual semantic map- 501

pings to the figurative meaning for its constituents, 502

they argue that they can be more syntactically flex- 503

7
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Figure 6: R4: Syntactic Flexibility. Performance of idiom types compared to their syntactic flexibility, with
Spearman coefficient correlations. The middle figure is non-entailments based on replacement in literal context;
the right is those based on adversarial definitions. Further right indicates greater flexibility.

ible. Compare to fixed expressions such as kick the504

bucket: no part of this expression maps directly to505

the figurative meaning of "die", and thus we expect506

less syntactic flexibility.507

We hypothesize that model performance will be508

correlated with the degree to which a given idiom509

type is flexible: more fixed expressions may be510

easier, as they are seen in regular, fixed patterns511

that the models can memorize, while more flexible512

ICEs will be more difficult, as they can appear in513

different patterns, cases, and word order, often even514

mixing in with other constituents.515

To test this, we define an ICE metric as the per-516

centage of times a phrase occurs in our test data517

in a form that doesn’t match its original base form.518

Higher percentages mean the phrase occurs more519

frequently in a non-standard form, acting as a mea-520

sure for the syntactic flexibility of the expression.521

We plot the performance of the roberta-base522

model for each idiom type along with its ICE value.523

Figure 6 shows the results. Interestingly, we524

see no correlation between ICE scores and per-525

formance for entailments, nor for non-entailments526

based on adversarial definitions. However, we527

do see a weak but significant correlation (r =528

.188, p = 0.016) with non-entailments from lit-529

eral contexts: the model actually performs better530

when the phrases are more flexible, contrary to our531

hypothesis that ICEs would be more difficult.532

One possible explanation is that the model mem-533

orizes a specific figurative meanings for each fixed534

expression, disregarding the possibility of these535

words being used literally. When the expression536

is used in a literal context, the model then still as-537

sumes the figurative meaning, resulting in errors538

on non-entailment samples. The ICEs are more539

fluid, and thus the model is less likely to have a 540

concrete representation for the given phrase: it is 541

better able to reason about the context and interact- 542

ing words within the expression, making it easier to 543

distinguish the entailing and non-entailing samples. 544

5 Conclusions and Future Work 545

In this work we introduce the IMPLI dataset, con- 546

sisting of 24k silver and 1.8k gold figurative/literal 547

pairs in English, which we then use to evaluate 548

NLI models’ capabilities on figurative language. 549

We show that while standard NLI models handle 550

entailment admirably, and metaphoric expressions 551

are relatively easily, non-entailment idiomatic re- 552

lationships are much more difficult. Additionally, 553

adding idiom-specific training data fails to allevi- 554

ate poor performance for non-entailing pairs. This 555

highlights how currently language models are in- 556

herently limited in representing some figurative 557

phenomena, and can provide a target for future 558

model improvements. 559

For future work, we aim to expand our data col- 560

lection processes to new data sources. Our dataset 561

creation procedure relies on annotated samples and 562

definitions: as more idiomatic and metaphoric re- 563

sources become available, this process is broadly 564

extendable to create new figurative/literal pairs. Ad- 565

ditionally, we only explore this data for evaluating 566

NLI systems: this data could also be used for other 567

parallel data tasks such as figurative language in- 568

terpretation (Shutova, 2013; Su et al., 2017) and 569

figurative paraphrase generation. As NLG typi- 570

cally relies on training or fine-tuning models with 571

paired sentences, this data could also be a valuable 572

resource for training figurative NLG systems. 573
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A Postprocessing 854

We employ syntactic postprocessing to overcome 855

a number of hurdles. First, in many cases, phrases 856

used idiomatically often carry a different syntactic 857

usage than when they are used literally. Consider 858

the idiom out of this world, and the given definition 859

"wonderful": 860

Original: These point out of this world, 861

but where to is not made clear. 862

Replaced: *These point wonderful, but 863

where to is not made clear. 864

This meaning functions syntactically as an ad- 865

jective, thus the definition "wonderful" produces a 866

grammatically incorrect sentence when replacing 867

the original. Second, the phrases in their literal 868

usage often don’t form full constituents. This is 869

due to the string-matching approach of the origi- 870

nal datasets. Many literal usages of these phrases 871

are thus incompatible with the defined replacement. 872

Consider the phrases to die for and in the raw be- 873

low: 874

• I think [this one has to die] for the other one 875

to live. 876

• Turn in [the raw edges] of both seam al- 877

lowances towards each other and match the 878

folded edges. 879

To avoid these issues, we ran syntactic parsing 880

on the definition and the expression within each 881

context. We required that the expression in context 882

begins with the same part of speech as the defi- 883

nition, and that it does not end inside of another 884

phrase. 885

Additionally, for each replacement, we ensured 886

that the verb conjugation matched the context. For 887

this, we identified the conjugation in the context, 888

and used a de-lemmatization script to conjugate the 889

replacement verb to match the original. 890

A.1 Metaphor Guidelines 891

In implementing and analyzing this procedure, we 892

noted a number of practical issues. First, a large 893

number of the MEs provided are actually idiomatic 894

or proverbial: the focus word doesn’t actually con- 895

tribute to the metaphor, but rather the entire expres- 896

sion is necessary. Relatedly, we found that replac- 897

ing individual parts of MEs is often incapable of 898

fully removing the metaphoric meaning. There are 899

frequent examples of personification and chang- 900

ing position on a scale where metaphoric elements 901

may persist. We iterated over possible solutions to 902
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→ Idioms 6→ Idioms → Met.

Syntax .92 .80 .83
Entailments .88 .90 .97

Table 5: Valid pairs. Percentage of valid pairs, syntac-
tically and with regard to the intended entailments, of
automatic data generation, n = 100 per category.

circumvent these issues; we eventually decided to903

simply skip instances for which a replacement does904

not yield a feasible literal interpretation.905

B Verifying Automatic Pair Quality906

The automatic methods used to recast idiomatic907

and metaphoric data into usable NLI pairs require908

additional quality control: in order to evaluate the909

quality of the recasted generation, we additionally910

validated whether the automatically generated pairs911

were in fact syntactically valid sentences, and con-912

tained the appropriate entailment relation. For this913

task, each annotator was given 100 samples for914

each of the silver generations (idiomatic entail-915

ments, idiomatic non-entailments, and metaphoric916

entailments). They were asked whether the auto-917

matically generated pair was syntactically valid,918

and what the entailment relation between the two919

sentences was. We adjudicated disagreements to920

determine the final percentage of valid pairs.921

Scores for these metrics range between .80 and922

.97. Idiomatic non-entailments had poor syntax,923

due to the difficulties described in §3.1. Metaphoric924

entailments also were somewhat weak, but on in-925

spection we find most of these syntactic errors to926

be minor issues regarding verb conjugations.927

C Model Hyperparameters928

We use a fixed set of hyperparameters for all NLI929

fine-tuning experiments: learning rate of 1e−5,930

batch size 32, and maximum input length of 128931

tokens. The models are trained for 3 epochs.932

D Dataset Examples933

Table 6 shows examples from each type of pair934

generation.935
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Idioms
(→ S) Replace idiom used in figurative context with definition

BITTER BLOW: Beer sales are feeling the pinch. → BITTER BLOW: Beer sales are suffering a hardship.
I must have a word with them. → I must speak privately with them.
I’ve been knocked out cold. → I’ve been knocked unconscious.

(6→ Sl) Replace idiom used in literal context with definition

It would be good to roll in hot water all over. 6→ It would be good to roll in a difficult situation all over.
Pour in the soup. 6→ Pour in trouble.
There’s a marina down in the docks. 6→ There’s a marina down under scrutiny.

(6→ Sd) Replace idiom used in figurative context with adversarial definition

After taking a bow, the cast met Margaret backstage. 6→ After apologizing, the cast met Margaret backstage.
I’ve been knocked out cold 6→ I’ve been knocked out into the cold air.
It worked like a charm! 6→ It worked poorly!

(→ G) Hand written literal definition of idiom

How have you weathered the storm? → How have you succeeded in getting through the difficult situation?
It breaks my heart that his career has been ruined. → It overwhelms me that his career has been ruined.
Jamie rushed out pissed off and upset this afternoon. → Jamie rushed out irritated and upset this afternoon.

(6→ Ga) Manual replacement of key words in definition w/ antonyms

Alison makes the grade for Scotland 6→ Alison fails for Scotland.
I’ll catch a cold 6→ I’ll become healthy
It’s very much swings and roundabouts 6→ It’s very much one-sided.

(6→ G) Hand written non-entailed sentence

How have you weathered the storm? 6→ How have you calmed the storm?
Now Paul will think twice. 6→ Now Paul will score twice.
They went to ground somewhere in the area. 6→ They went to party somewhere in the area.

Metaphors
(→ S) Replace metaphoric construction with literal construction

Don’t go and blow your paycheck. → Don’t go and waste your paycheck.
My computer battery died. → My computer battery lost all power.
Competition is dropping prices. → Competition is reducing prices.

(→ G) Hand written literal paraphrase of metaphor

He absorbed the knowledge or beliefs of his tribe. → He mentally assimilated the knowledge or beliefs of his tribe.
Avon treads warily. → Avon proceeds warily.
All the hearts of men were softened. → All the men were made kindler and gentler.

(6→ G) Hand written non-entailed sentence

The gun kicked back into my shoulder. 6→ The mule kicked back into my shoulder.
This was conveniently encapsulated on the first try. 6→ This was conveniently encapsulated in the first battle.
On their tracks his eyes were fastened. 6→ On their tracks his hands were fastened.

Table 6: Dataset Summary: Overview of each entailment/non-entailment category in the IMPLI dataset.
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